Abstract-In this paper, we address tracking of a timevarying parameter with unknown dynamics. We formalize the problem as an instance of online optimization in a dynamic setting. Using online gradient descent, we propose a method that sequentially predicts the value of the parameter and in turn suffers a loss. The objective is to minimize the accumulation of losses over the time horizon, a notion that is termed dynamic regret. While existing methods focus on convex loss functions, we consider strongly convex functions so as to provide better guarantees of performance. We derive a regret bound that captures the path-length of the time-varying parameter, defined in terms of the distance between its consecutive values. In other words, the bound represents the natural connection of tracking quality to the rate of change of the parameter. We provide numerical experiments to complement our theoretical findings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Convex programming is a mature discipline that has been a subject of interest among scientists for several decades [1] - [3] . The central problem of convex programming involves minimization of a convex cost function over a convex feasible set. Traditional optimization has focused on the case that the cost function is time-invariant. However, in wide range of applications, the cost function i) varies over time, and ii) there is no prior information about the dynamics of the cost function. It is therefore important to develop online convex optimization techniques, which are adapted for non-stationary environments. The problem is ubiquitous in various domains such as machine learning, control theory, industrial engineering, and operations research.
Online optimization (learning) has been extensively studied in the literature of machine learning [4] , [5] , proving to be a powerful tool to model sequential decisions. The problem can be viewed as a game between a learner and an adversary. The learner (algorithm) sequentially selects actions, and the adversary reveals the corresponding convex losses to the learner. The term online captures the fact that the learner receives a streaming data sequence, and it processes that adaptively. The popular performance metric for online algorithms is called regret. Regret often measures the performance of algorithm versus a static benchmark [4] - [7] . For instance, the benchmark could be the optimal point of the temporal average of losses, had the learner known all the losses in advance. In a broad sense, when the benchmark is a fixed sequence, the regret is called static. Furthermore, improved regret bounds are derived for the case that the losses are strongly convex [8] .
Recent works on online learning have investigated an important direction, which involves the notion of dynamic regret [6] , [9] - [11] . The dynamic regret can be recognized in the form of the cumulative difference between the instantaneous loss and the minimum loss. Previous works on dynamic setting investigated convex loss functions. Motivated by the fact that in the static setting curvature gives advantage to the algorithm [8] , we aim to demonstrate that strong convexity of losses yields an improved rate in dynamic setting.
Therefore, we consider the online optimization problem with strongly convex losses in dynamic setting, where the benchmark sequence varies without following any particular dynamics. We track the sequence using online gradient descent and prove that the dynamic regret can be bounded in terms of the path-length of the sequence. The path-length is defined in terms of the distance between consecutive values of the sequence. Interestingly, our result exhibits a smooth interpolation between the static and dynamic setting. In other words, the bound directly connects the tracking quality to the rate of change of the sequence. We further provide numerical experiments that verify our theoretical result.
Of particular relevance to our setup is Kalman filtering [12] . In the original Kalman filter, there are strong assumptions on the dynamical model, such as linear state-space and Gaussian noise model. However, we depart from the classical setting by assuming no particular dynamics for the states, and observing them only through the gradients of loss functions. Instead, we provide a worst-case guarantee which captures the trajectory of the states. We remark that the notion of dynamic regret is also related to adaptive, shifting, and tracking regret (see e.g. [13] - [18] ) in the sense of including dynamics in the problem. However, each case represents a different notion of regret.
Proofs of results in this paper are available in [19] .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an online optimization problem where at each step t, a learner selects an action x t ∈ X and an adversary chooses a loss function f t : X → R. The loss associated with the action x t and function f t is given by f t (x t ). Once the action is chosen, the algorithm (learner) receives the gradient ∇f t (x t ) of the loss at point x t .
In static online learning, we measure the performance of the algorithm with respect to a fixed reference x ∈ X in 
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In other words, we aim to minimize a static regret defined as
and a particularly interesting value for x is x * := argmin x ∈X T t=1 f t (x ), i.e., the minimizer of the aggregate loss T t=1 f t . A successful algorithm generates a set of actions {x t } T t=1 that yields to a sub-linear regret. Though appealing in various applications, static regret does not always serve as a comprehensive performance metric. For instance, static regret can be used in the context of static parameter estimation. However, when the parameter varies over time, we need to bring forward a new notion of regret.
In this work, we are interested to evaluate the algorithm with respect to a more stringent benchmark, which is the sequence of instantaneous minimizers. In particular, let x * t := argmin x∈X f t (x) be the minimizer of the loss f t associated with time t. Then, dynamic regret is defined as
The dynamic regret in (2) captures how well the action x t matches the optimal action x * t for each time t. It is wellknown that in the worst-case, it is not possible to achieve a sub-linear dynamic regret, because drastic fluctuations in the minimum points can make the problem intractable. In this work, we would like to present a regret bound that maps the hardness of problem to variation intensity. We introduce a few complexity measures relevant to this context in the following section.
A. Measures of variation and bounds on dynamic regret
There are three common complexity measures to capture variations in the choices of the adversary. The first measure is the variation in losses V T which is characterized by
The variation in losses V T accumulates the maximum variation between the two consecutive functions f t and f t−1 for any feasible point x ∈ X .
The second measure of interest in dynamic settings is the variation in gradients D T which is measured by
where M t is a causally predictable sequence available to the algorithm prior to time t [20] , [21] . A simple choice is to select the previous gradient M t = ∇f t−1 (x t−1 ) [22] , but M t represents any predicted value for the next objective function gradient ∇f t . The third common measure to capture dynamics is the variation in the sequence of reference points u 1 , . . . , u T . This variation is defined as the accumulation of the norm of the difference between subsequent reference points
The measure in (5) accumulates variations between two arbitrary consecutive reference points u t and u t−1 . Whenever the reference points are the optimal points in (2), i.e., whenever u t = x * t , we drop the arguments in C T (x * 1 , . . . , x * T ) and simply use C T to represent such variation. The variation C T captures the difference between the optimal arguments of the two consecutive losses f t and f t−1 over time. Another notion for the variation in reference points is defined as
where Φ t (u t−1 ) is the predicted reference point for step t evaluated at step t − 1 by the learner [10] . If the prediction is Φ t (u t−1 ) = u t−1 we recover the measure in (5). In general, the variation C T (u 1 , . . . , u T ) presents the variation of reference points with respects to a given dynamic Φ t (·).
The measures in (3)-(6) are different but largely compatible. They differ in that the comparisons are between functions in (3), gradients in (4) and a sequence of given -interesting is some sense, e.g., optimal -arguments in (5) and (6) , but all of them yield qualitatively comparable verdicts. The comparisons in (4) and (6) further allow for the incorporation of a prediction if a model for the evolution of dynamics over time is available. The variation measures in (3)- (6) have been used to bound regret in different settings with results that we summarize in Table I . The work in [6] uses online gradient descent (OGD) with a diminishing steprsize to establish a regret of order O( √ T (1 + C T )) when the losses are convex. In [10] , the authors study the performance of mirror descent in the dynamic setting and establish a regret bound of order O( √ T (1 + C T )) when the environment follows a adynamical model Φ t (·) and the loss functions are convex. The work in [9] evaluates the performance of OGD for the case when a noisy estimate of the gradient is available and an upper bound on V T is assumed as prior knowledge. They establish regret bounds of order O(T 2/3 (1 + V T ) 1/3 ) for convex loss functions and of order O( T (1 + V T )) for strongly convex loss functions. In [11] , using optimistic mirror descent, the authors propose an adaptive algorithm which achieves a regret bound in terms of C T , D T , and V T simultaneously, while they assume that the learner receives each variation measure online.
Motivated by the fact that in static regret problems strong convexity results in better regret bounds -order
-we study dynamic regret problems under strong convexity assumptions. Our contribution is to show that the regret associated with the OGD algorithm (defined in Section III, analyzed in Section IV) grows not faster than 1 + C T ,
This result improves the regret bound O(
for OGD when the functions f t are convex but not necessarily strongly convex [6] . We remark that our algorithm assumes neither a prior knowledge nor an online feedback about C T and the only available information for the learner is the loss function gradient ∇f t (x t ).
III. ONLINE GRADIENT DESCENT
Consider the online learning problem for T iterations. At the beginning of each iteration t, the learner chooses the action x t ∈ X where X is a given convex set. Then, the adversary chooses a function f t and evaluates the loss associated with the iterate x t which is given by the difference f t (x t ) − f t (x * t ) where x * t is the minimizer of the function f t over the set X . The learner does not receive the loss f t (x t ) − f t (x * t ) associated with the action x t . Rather, she receives the gradient ∇f t (x t ) of the cost function f t computed at x t . After receiving the gradient ∇f t (x t ), she uses this information to update the current iterate x t .
We consider a setting in which the learner uses the online gradient descent (OGD) method with a constant stepsize to update the iterate x t using the released instantaneous gradient ∇f t (x t ). To be more precise, consider x t as the sequence of actions that the learner chooses and definex t ∈ X as a sequence of auxiliary iterates. At each iteration t, given the iterate x t and the instantaneous gradient ∇f t (x t ), the learner computes the auxiliary variablex t aŝ
where γ is a positive constant and Π X denotes the projection onto the nearest point in the set X , i.e, Π X (y) =
Algorithm 1 Online Gradient Descent
Require: Initial vector x1 ∈ X , constants h and γ. Observe the gradient of the current action ∇ft(xt) 4: Compute the auxiliary var.:
Compute the next action: xt+1 = xt + h(xt − xt) 6: end for argmin x∈X x − y . Then, the action x t+1 is evaluated as
where h is chosen from the interval (0, 1]. The online gradient descent method is summarized in Algorithm 1. The updated action x t+1 in (9) can be written as x t+1 = (1 − h)x t + hx t . Therefore, we can reinterpret the updated action x t+1 as a weighted average of the previous iterate x t and the auxiliary variablex t which is evaluated using the gradient of the function f t . It is worth mentioning that for a small choice of h ≈ 0, x t+1 is close to the previous action x t , while the previous action x t has less impact on x t+1 when h is close to 1.
The auxiliary variablex t is the result of applying projected gradient descent on the current iterate x t as shown in (8) . This update can be interpreted as minimizing a first-order approximation of the cost function f t added to a proximal term (γ/2) x−x t 2 as we show in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Consider the update in (8) . Given the iterate x t , the instantaneous gradient ∇f t (x t ), and the positive constant γ, the optimal argument of the optimization problem
is equal to the iteratex t generated by (8) .
The result in Proposition 1 shows that the updates in (8) and (10) are equivalent. In the implementation of OGD we use the update in (8) , since the computational complexity of the update in (8) is lower than the complexity of the minimization in (10) . On the other hand, the update in (10) is useful in the regret analysis of OGD that we undertake in the following section.
IV. REGRET ANALYSIS
We proceed to show that the dynamic regret Reg
T defined in (2) associated with the actions x t generated by the online gradient descent algorithm in (9) has an upper bound on the order of the variation in the sequence of optimal arguments C T = T t=2 x * t − x * t−1 . In proving this result, we assume the following conditions are satisfied.
Assumption 1
The functions f t are strongly convex over the convex set X with constant µ > 0, i.e.,
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for any x, y ∈ X and 1 ≤ t ≤ T .
Assumption 2
The gradients ∇f t are Lipschitz continuous over the set X with constant L < ∞, i.e.,
Assumption 3
The gradient norm ∇f t is bounded above by a positive constant G or equivalently
According to Assumption 1, the instantaneous functions f t are strongly convex over the convex set X which implies that there exists a unique minimizer x * t for the function f t over the convex set X . The Lipschitz continuity of the gradients ∇f t in Assumption 2 is customary in the analysis of descent methods. Notice that we only assume for a fixed function f t the gradients are Lipschitz continuous and we do not assume any conditions on the difference of two gradients associated with two different instantaneous functions. To be more precise, there is no condition on the norm ∇f t (y) − ∇f t (x) where t = t . The bound on the gradients norm in Assumption 3 is typical in the analysis of online algorithms for constrained optimization.
Our main result on the regret bound of OGD in dynamic settings is derived from the following proposition that bounds the difference x t+1 −x * t in terms of the distance x t −x * t .
Proposition 2 Consider the online gradient descent method (OGD) defined by (8) and (9) or the equivalent (10) . Recall the definition of x * t as the unique minimizer of the function f t over the convex set X . If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and the stepsize parameter γ in (8) is chosen such that γ ≥ L, then the sequence of actions x t generated by OGD satisfies
where 0 ≤ ρ := (1 − hµ/γ) 1/2 < 1 is a non-negative constant strictly smaller than 1.
The result in Proposition 2 shows that the distance between the action x t+1 and the optimal argument x * t is strictly smaller than the difference between the previous action x t and the optimal argument x * t at step t. The inequality in (14) implies that if the optimal arguments of the functions f t and f t+1 which are x * t and x * t+1 , respectively, are not far away from each other the iterates x t can track the optimal solution sequence x * t . Notice that if in the left hand side of (14) instead of x * t we had the optimal argument x * t+1 at step t+1, then we could show that the sequence of actions x t generated by OGD asymptotically converges to the sequence of optimal arguments x * t . Thus, the performance of OGD depends on the rate that the sequence of optimal arguments changes. This conclusion is formalized in the following Theorem.
Theorem 1 Consider the online gradient descent method (OGD) defined by (8) and (9) or the equivalent (10) . Suppose that h is chosen from the interval (0, 1] and the constant γ satisfies the condition γ ≥ L, where L is the gradients Lipschitz continuity constant. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, then the sequence of actions x t generated by OGD satisfies
where the constants K 1 and K 2 are explicitly given by
From Theorem 1, we obtain an upper bound for the aggregate variable error T t=1 x t −x * t in terms of the aggregate variation in the optimal arguments C T = T t=2 x * t −x * t−1 . This result matches the intuition that for the scenarios that the sequence of the optimal arguments {x * t } T t=1 is not varying fast, the sequence of actions generated by the online gradient descent method can achieve a sublinear regret bound. In particular, when the optimal arguments are all equal to each other, i.e., when x * 1 = · · · = x * T , the aggregate error
is bounded above by the constant K 2 which is independent of T . We use the bounded gradients assumption in (13) to translate the result in (15) into an upper bound for the dynamic regret Reg for the sequence of actions x t generated by OGD is bounded above by
The result in Corollary 1 states that under the conditions that the functions f t are strongly convex and their gradients are bounded and Lipschitz continuous, the dynamic regret Reg d T associated with the online gradient descent method satisfies the order bound that we previewed in (7) . As already mentioned, this bound improves the OGD rate O( √ T (1 + C T )) when the functions f t are convex but not ncessarily strongly convex and the stepsize is diminishing [6] .
Some interesting conclusions can be derived if we consider specific rates of variability:
Constant functions. If the functions are constant, i.e., if f t = f for all times, we have C T = 0 and it follows that the regret grows at a rate O(1). This means that x t converges to x * and we recover a convergence proof for gradient descent.
Linearly decreasing variability. If the difference between consecutive arguments decreases as 1/t, we have that C T = O(log T ) and that the regret then grows at a logarithmic rate as well. Since this implies that the normalized regret grows not faster than Reg 
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We numerically study the performance of OGD in solving a sequence of quadratic programming problems. Consider the decision variable x = [x 1 ; x 2 ] ∈ R 2 and the quadratic function f t at time t which is defined as
where a t , b t , and c t are time-variant scalars and ρ > 0 is a positive constant. The coefficient ρ controls the condition number of the objective function f t . In particular for ρ > 1, the problem condition number is equal to ρ. The convex set X is defined as x 2 1 + x 2 2 = r 2 which is the circle with center [0; 0] and radius r. The radius r is chosen such that the optimal argument of the function f t over R 2 , which is [a t , b t ], is not included in the set X . This way we ensure that the constraint x ∈ X is active at the optimal solution.
In our experiments we pick ρ = 100 to have a quadratic optimization problem with large condition number 100. Note that if we choose ρ = 1, the condition number of the function f t is 1 and OGD can minimize the cost f t in a couple of iterations. The constant γ in OGD is set as γ = 2ρ in all experiments, since the Lipschitz continuity constant of gradients is L = 2ρ. Moreover, the OGD parameter h is set as h = 1 which implies x t+1 =x t .
To characterize the instantaneous performance of OGD we define f t (x t ) − f t (x * t ) as the instantaneous objective function error at time t. Further, we define Reg
as the dynamic regret up to step t. Likewise, we define C t := t s=2 x * s − x * s−1 as the total optimal argument variation until step t.
We consider two different cases to study the regret bound of OGD in dynamic online settings. First, we consider a switching problem that the adversary switches between two quadratic functions after a specific number of iterations. Then, we study the case that the sequence of optimal arguments x * t changes at each iteration, while the difference x * t − x * t−1 diminishes as time progresses.
A. Switching problem
Consider the case that the adversary chooses between two functions where each of them is of the form of the quadratic function f t in (18) . In particular, consider the case that the adversary chooses the parameters a t , b t , and c t from the two sets S (1) = {a, b, c} and S (2) = {a , b , c }. Therefore, at each iteration the adversary chooses either f
We run OGD for a fixed number of iterations T = 100 and assume that the adversary switches between the functions f (1) and f (2) every τ iterations. In our experiments we set a = −100, b = 0, c = 30, a = 100, b = 20, and c = −50. The convex set X is defined as x Figure 1 . Figure 1a demonstrates the variable variation C t := t s=2 x * s − x * s−1 over time t. For the case τ = 16, the value of C t increases every 16 iterations and the increment is equal to the norm of the difference between the optimal arguments of f (1) and f (2) which is x (1) * − x (2) * = 100. After T = 100 iterations, we observe 6 jumps which implies that the total variable variation is C T = 600. Likewise, for the cases that τ = 8 and τ = 4, we observe 12 and 24 jumps in their corresponding plots, and the aggregate variable variations are C T = 1200 and C T = 2400, respectively. Figure 1b showcases the instantaneous function error f t (x t ) − f t (x * t ) versus number of iterations t for τ = 16, τ = 8, and τ = 4. In all of the cases, the sequence of errors f t (x t ) − f t (x * t ) converges linearly to 0 until the time the adversary switches the objective function f t . By increasing the number of times that the adversary switches between the functions f (1) and f (2) , the phase of linear convergence becomes shorter and the algorithm restarts more often.
Thus, we expect to observe larger regret for the scenarios that τ is smaller. The dynamic regret Reg
s ) versus the number of iterations t is shown in Figure 1c for τ = 16, τ = 8, and τ = 4.
As we expect, for the case that τ = 4 the dynamic regret Reg 
B. Diminishing variations
In this section we consider the case that the adversary picks a sequence of functions f t as in (18) such that the sequence of optimizers x * t is convergent. We use the parameters in Figure 1 except the total number of iterations which is set as T = 250. We set the initial values for [a 1 ; b 1 ] as [−60; 100]. Further, we assume that b t is time-invariant and for all steps t we have b t = b 1 = 100. On the other hand, we assume that the parameter a t Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c, respectively. In the case that τ is small and the adversary switches more often between the two quadratic functions, the variation C t and the dynamic regret Reg changes as time passes and it satisfies the recursive formula a t+1 = a t + 5 1/t. The sequence of parameters [a t , b t ], which are the optimal arguments of the function f t over R 2 , is illustrated in Figure 2a . Moreover, the set of optimal arguments of f t over the set X , which are indicated by x * t , are also demonstrated in Figure 2a . This plot shows that as time progresses and the difference between the functions f t and f t−1 becomes less significant, the difference between the optimal arguments x * t and x * t−1 diminishes. To formally study the variation in the sequence of optimal arguments x * t , we demonstrate the variable variation C t := t s=2 x * s − x * s−1 in terms of number of iterations t in Figure 2b . As we expect, the variation C t converges as time progresses, since the difference x * t − x * t−1 is diminishing. does not grow by the number of iterations T .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the performance of the online gradient descent (OGD) algorithm in online dynamic settings. We established an upper bound for the dynamic regret of OGD in terms of the variation in the sequence of optimal arguments x * t defined by C T = T t=2 x * t − x * t−1 . We showed that if the functions f t chosen by the adversary are strongly convex, the online gradient descent method with a proper constant stepsize has a regret of order O(1 + C T ). This result indicates that the dynamic regret bound of OGD for strongly convex functions is significantly smaller than the regret bound of order O( √ T (1 + C T )) for convex settings. Numerical experiments on a dynamic quadratic programming verified our theoretical result that the dynamic regret of OGD has an upper bound of order O(1 + C T ).
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